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Brief Overview of Dr. Royal Raymond Rife and Rife Machine Technology 
Learn why this information has been hidden from you for almost a century! 

 

As a young man, Rife studied optics and was particularly 
fascinated by microscopes. He traveled to Germany to 
sharpen his skills as the Zeiss Optics Company and returned 
to build the first of five unique microscopes. 

He started his cancer 
research in the early 1920s using 
the #1 Microscope. This scope 
provided a view of organisms that 
had never been seen by the 
human eye. He discovered how to 
make normally invisible microbes 
visible by illuminating each one 
with the light frequency that 
matched their own unique 
resonance frequency, causing 
them to glow in their own natural 
color. His #3 “Universal Microscope”, completed in 1933, had 
5,682 different parts and was capable of magnifying living 
objects (not dead on a slide) up to 60,000X their normal size. 

Rife killed viruses, bacteria and fungi with the same 
natural principle that made them visible: resonance. By 
increasing the intensity of the frequency at which a microbe 
resonates, its natural oscillation also increases, causing it to 
die. Rife named this intensified frequency the Mortal 
Oscillatory Rate, or MOR, and eventually isolated the MOR 
frequencies of 52 harmful organisms including Typhoid, 
Tuberculosis, Pneumonia, Syphilis, Candida and Cancer. 

Rife completed most 
of his research at the Rife 
Research Laboratory in 
San Diego, CA. His work 
would eventually be 
reported in dozens of 
newspaper and magazine 
articles, including Popular 
Science (1932). Well-
known institutions, like 
the Smithsonian and the Franklin Institute, published detailed 
articles of his accomplishments. There is no lack of evidence 
that Rife was a gifted genius having spent his life destroying 
the disease plague that surrounded humankind. 

By 1934, Royal Rife had isolated the virus that causes 
cancer and proved to his supporters that an electronic cure 
was possible without using harmful methods such as chemical 
poisons or radiation. In the summer of 1934, a special 
University of Southern California Medical Research 
Committee, chaired by Dr. Milbank Johnson (president of 
Southern California’s AMA), was formed to oversee the 
research of the first cancer clinic using Rife technology. The 
clinic was held at the Scripps Institute in La Jolla, CA. 16 
terminally ill people were treated – people with no hope of 
recovery under standard treatments. 14 were cured in three 
months, the other two in six months. It was all documented. 

In November 1935, Dr. Johnson opened a second clinic 
to test these cures, with the same incredible results. In May 
1937, Dr. Johnson’s third clinic resulted in the same identical 
cancer cures. The proof was undeniable that Royal Rife had 
found a non-toxic way to kill cancer.  

Meanwhile, in the 1930s, Rife continued his frequency 
work. In 1935, he built a smaller microscope that could be 
mass-produced. By June of 1935, four insurance companies 
were interested in financing Rife provided the International 
Cancer Foundation gave its approval – it never did.  

Early in 1938 The Rife Beam Ray Co. built 14 machines, 
sent to England, Arizona and California. One doctor cured an 
82-year old man from Chicago of terminal cancer, and it was 
through this man that Morris Fishbein, head of the Chicago 
AMA found out about Rife and his work. Fishbein visited Rife 
and tried to buy the company, but Rife and his associates 
turned Fishbein down when they discovered he planned to 
put Rife out of business. This refusal to sell created Fishbein’s 
motivation for revenge and he proceeded with an unjust 
indictment and the ultimate destruction of Rife’s life and work. 

On June 12, 1938, the AMA criminally indicted Rife for 
fraudulent medical practices. During his testimony, Rife was 
so nervous he could not stop shaking. A doctor recommended 
he take a drink to calm himself, and, sadly, Rife’s alcoholism 
began. During and after the trial the AMA visited all doctors 
involved with Rife. Those who did not stop using Frequency 
Instruments lost their medical license.  

By 1939, almost all those who had once worked with 
Rife were denying that they had even met him. Why? Rife 
had become a very real threat to the international 
pharmaceutical and medical monopoly that was expanding 
exponentially.  

Gradually, over two decades, equipment components, 
stop-motion photographs, written records and other 
meticulously accumulated evidence of Rife’s work began 
disappearing from his lab. Parts of his 5,682 piece Universal 
Microscope were stolen. Rife struggled to reproduce his 
missing data at a time when copy machines and computers 
didn’t exist. Finally, police ransacked Rife’s lab and illegally 
confiscated the remainder of his years of research. 

We can’t make this stuff up folks. It’s all documented! 
In 1950, Rife collaborated with John Crane, an 

engineer/scientist. Rife and Crane “re-invented” the Beam 
Ray and hired an electronics expert with the San Diego police 
force to help construct the new machines. By 1960, Crane 
had written and copyrighted a manual explaining how the 
frequency instrument was to be used in the experimental 
treatment of various diseases on different parts of the body. 
90 new-style instruments were distributed for research and 
verification on notarized contracts. 

Then the AMA struck again. In 1960, John Crane’s lab 
was raided without a search warrant. Over $40,000 in 
machines, frequency instruments and one large Rife Ray Tube 
unit, along with engineering data, research records and 
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reports, pictures taken off the walls, private letters, invoices, 
tape recordings, and electronic parts were all taken. Years of 
work either confiscated or smashed. As in 1939, doctors who 
were experimenting with the machines were forced to 
abandon them.  

Rife, almost 73 and unable to endure another trial, went 
into hiding in Tijuana, Mexico. His deposition was not 
permitted at the trial. Neither was any of his medical or 
scientific data. Crane had only testimony from 14 patients. 
And, although the jury was carefully screened to be certain 
they had no prior medical or alternative-healing knowledge, 
the foreman of the jury was an AMA doctor! Crane was 
sentenced to 10 years in prison, shortened to 3 years and 1 
month when two of the three counts were reversed because 
criminal intent had not been proven. After Crane’s 
imprisonment, one doctor using the equipment gave up 
medicine and became a salesman and another was relentlessly 
persecuted by the AMA, until he committed suicide. 

Royal Raymond Rife died in 1971 at age 83. His legacy 
was given to his friend and partner, John Crane, who 
continued to fight for acceptance of Rife’s discoveries until 
his death in 1995. 

Rife’s life and work has only recently become public 
knowledge when in 1987 Barry Lynes published the book 
“The Cancer cure That Worked: Fifty Years of Suppression”. 
This book helped expose the injustices suffered by Rife and 
bring the truth of his discoveries to those who want to know 
about it. This book is included in our DVD & 2 BOOK DEAL for 
just $20 (applied towards your future ProWave purchase). 

        

The frequency produced by Rife’s unique machine was 
one of the very few approaches known to be free of any 
harmful side effects. Conventional modern synthetic drugs 
often produce damaging health effects such as impotence, 
high blood pressure, hair loss, migraine and damage to your 
heart, liver, kidneys, immune system and your health in 
general. 

In 1950, Royal Rife joined with his business partner, 
John Crane who encouraged Rife to continue with his work 
and develop even newer ways to apply his disease killing 
frequencies. Together they created the first compact tabletop 
electronic frequency instrument to be used for the 
destruction of harmful germs. They applied the frequency 
directly to the person using wired electrodes. By using this 
method, they were able to offer a more affordable, compact 
product. Early Rife instruments were very expensive and well 
beyond the financial reach of the average person, being 

meant for clinic use. Rife’s first electrode device was deemed 
a huge success when medical doctors reported curing 
patients of terminal afflictions using his equipment. Rife’s 
amazing discoveries pioneered the way for the modern 
ProWave Rife Model 101 Energy System. 

In 1956, Dr. Rife wrote, “I have operated the frequency 
instrument since 1921. I have watched it advance in style and 
performance with the advancement of electronics. In the 
many years I have used this equipment in my research, I have 
never suffered an injury or any ill effect whatsoever. I found it 
reliable in performance and efficient in results. The most 
recent model is infallible and simple to operate.” Can you 
imagine how Rife would feel now with the electronic 
advances made since 1956 along with the acceptance of the 
importance of the body’s electrical meridians for healing? 

We understand that like most people with health 
problems, you have tried every method that appeared valid 
until you sadly discovered they just didn’t work as expected. 
It becomes discouraging and you get tired of hearing 
everybody’s claims that their product is “different” and it 
really “works”. Truth is, not every product works for 
everyone. We humans are each unique and chemistry varies. 
The one thing that will always stay the same is Rife’s 
discoveries. The healing of any illness may require a 
combination of correct choices, and the ProWave Rife 101 
may be the one thing that helps you find health and wellness. 

If you eliminate the “source” of any illness, the body will 
heal itself. The list of Rife’s frequencies was kept confidential 
until it was obvious that the medical powers in America 
wanted no part of a cheap, reliable (no drugs) treatment. 

Before Rife died, he gave John Crane the legal rights to 
the frequency list. Crane released those details to the world 
in the early 1990s when he realized Rife’s discoveries would 
never be made available to you. That is why the frequency 
patterns, previously proven by Royal Rife, are only available 
for your personal use with the ProWave Rife Model 101 and 
will never be used in your doctor’s office. 
 

Call to order – we honor other’s COUPONS!! 
1) Our FREE ProWave Rife Model 101 informational DVD 

with live testimonials  Video NOW ONLINE (click here)! 

2) Our Royal Raymond Rife Historical DVD & 2 Book Deal 
for $10 (free shipping) – below cost! The $10 is 
applicable to your future ProWave Rife 101 purchase! 

3) Order the ProWave Rife Model 101 NOW – mention 
this PDF file & get FREE overnight shipping - $100 value! 

4) Read ProWave Rife 101 testimonials from real folks! 

5) Call us or go online to view our FREE Payment Plans 

6) PLUS – order other products at the same time, and if 
they fit in the ProWave box - no extra shipping charges! 
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